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A complete language-learning package for American English students at intermediate level.
The first four levels of a new video series to accompany the New Headway. It can be used as an additional component to the New Headway,
or as a supplement to any course at the appropriate level. Key Features Each level consists of six self-contained comedy stories looking at
the lives and misadventures of four people in their twenties who share a house. The syllabus is closely linked to the New Headway. Each
episode provides a natural context to consolidate the grammatical, functional and lexical areas covered by the course, and to develop
listening skills. Key language is controlled and contextualized throughout. Each episode provides clear grammar and functional language,
with an emphasis on developing communicative skills. The video is supported by an Activity Book for students and a Video Guide for
teachers. Student's Book Before you watch, While you watch, and After you watch activities for full exploitation of the video Attractive
illustrations in full colour Complete transcript
Providing a foundation in the structure of the language by gradually building students' understanding of the basic grammar, vocabulary, and
functions of English.
Clear focus on grammar Balanced, integrated-skills syllabus Real-world speaking skills - Everyday English, Spoken English, Music of English
12-unit syllabus with 12 complete writing lessons Digital resources for interactive whiteboards - New Headway iTools Full teacher support resources, photocopiables, tests and more - in print and online
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six
levels.Headway's trusted methodology combines solid grammar and practice, vocabulary development, and integrated skills with
communicative role-plays and personalization.Authentic material from a variety of sources enables students to see new language in context,
and a range of comprehension tasks, language and vocabulary exercises, and extension activities practise the four skills. "Everyday English"
and "Spoken grammar" sections practise real-world speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at the back of the book provides models
for students to analyse and imitate.Workbook audio available at a
href="https://elt.oup.com/student/headway/?cc=gbandselLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/headway/a.
A new edition with a modified syllabus and extensive new material.
New Headway: Beginner Third Edition: Teacher's Resource PackSix-level general English courseOUP Oxford
Aimed at absolute beginners, this title provides a measured, step-by-step approach that aims to build both skills and confidence. It contains a
mix of language work and many practice material that helps learners to consolidate their knowledge of key points before proceeding further.
The vocabulary syllabus focuses on high-frequency survival terms.
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A new edition of the best-selling English File - the best way to get your students talking.A
blend of completely new lessons, updated texts and activities, together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of some favourite lessons from
New English File - English File third edition provides the right mix of language, motivation, and opportunity to get students talking.English File
third edition offers more support for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time, plus
extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook, on-screen
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andinteractive.
The first ever 4th edition from the world's most trusted course - New Headway Intermediate, completely rewritten and packed with new
material.

Thinking Italian Translation is a comprehensive and practical translation course. It focuses on improving translation
quality and gives clear definitions of translation theories. Texts are taken from sources including journalism, technical
texts and screenplays. Translation issues addressed include cultural differences, genre, and revision and editing.
Adapted from the successful French-based Thinking Translation (1992), the course has been piloted and refined at the
Universities of St Andrews and Glasgow. A Tutor's Handbook is available, which contains invaluable guidance on using
the course.
Headway is for students who want to use English accurately and fluently, and to communicate with ease in both social
and everyday situatiuons. This latest addition to the Headway family offers the beginner and false beginner all the best
features of the Headway package plus the newer features of `Everyday English' sections, an integrated vocabulary
syllabus, and revision and self-access sections after every four units.
A clear and effective approach to learning evidence-based DBT skills—now in a fully revised and updated second edition.
Do you have trouble managing your emotions? First developed by Marsha M. Linehan for treating borderline personality
disorder, dialectical behavior therapy (DBT) has proven effective as treatment for a range of other mental health
problems, and can greatly improve your ability to handle distress without losing control and acting destructively. However,
to make use of these techniques, you need to build skills in four key areas: distress tolerance, mindfulness, emotion
regulation, and interpersonal effectiveness. The Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook, a collaborative effort from
three esteemed authors, offers evidence-based, step-by-step exercises for learning these concepts and putting them to
work for real and lasting change. Start by working on the introductory exercises and, after making progress, move on to
the advanced-skills chapters. Whether you’re a mental health professional or a general reader, you'll benefit from this
clear and practical guide to better managing your emotions. This fully revised and updated second edition also includes
new chapters on cognitive rehearsal, distress tolerance, and self-compassion. Once you’ve completed the exercises in
this book and are ready to move on to the next level, check out the authors’ new book, The New Happiness Workbook.
Trusted worldwide. Inspired by you. Updated with new texts, topics and themes, Headway fifth edition provides fresh and
relevant English instruction that is tailored to your students' needs.NEW TO THIS EDITIONTeach practical, real life
English that is relevant to your students' lives with new topics and themes grounded in today's realityBring unit topics to
life with the new unit opener page which includes inspiring photographs and accompanying video introductions, to
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engage students with the topicDownload and adapt material for your students with the Teacher's Resource Centre which
provides all your Headway resources, stored in one placeOnline practice enables students to revisit activities from
previous lessons, do extra skills practice, and check their progress with instant feedback.Find out more here
With wit and sharp insight, former Traffic Commissioner of New York City, Sam Schwartz a.k.a. “Gridlock Sam,” one of
the most respected transportation engineers in the world and consummate insider in NYC political circles, uncovers how
American cities became so beholden to cars and why the current shift away from that trend will forever alter America's
urban landscapes, marking nothing short of a revolution in how we get from place to place. When Sam Schwartz was
growing up in Bensonhurst, Brooklyn—his block belonged to his community: the kids who played punchball and stickball &
their parents, who'd regularly walk to the local businesses at which they also worked. He didn't realize it then, but
Bensonhurst was already more like a museum of a long-forgotten way-of-life than a picture of America's future. Public
transit traveled over and under city streets—New York's first subway line opened in 1904—but the streets themselves had
been conquered by the internal combustion engine. America's dependency on the automobile began with the 1908
introduction of Henry Ford's car-for-everyone, the Model T. The “battle for right-of-way” in the 1920s saw the demise of
streetcars and transformed America's streets from a multiuse resource for socializing, commerce, and public mobility into
exclusive arteries for private automobiles. The subsequent destruction of urban transit systems and post WWII
suburbanization of America enabled by the Interstate Highway System and the GI Bill forever changed the way
Americans commuted. But today, for the first time in history, and after a hundred years of steady increase, automobile
driving is in decline. Younger Americans increasingly prefer active transportation choices like walking or cycling and
taking public transit, ride-shares or taxis. This isn't a consequence of higher gas prices, or even the economic downturn,
but rather a collective decision to be a lot less dependent on cars—and if American cities want to keep their younger
populations, they need to plan accordingly. In Street Smart, Sam Schwartz explains how. In this clear and erudite
presentation of the principles of smart transportation and sustainable urban planning—from the simplest cobblestoned
street to the brave new world of driverless cars and trains—Sam Schwartz combines rigorous historical scholarship with
the personal and entertaining recollections of a man who has spent more than forty years working on planning intelligent
transit networks in New York City. Street Smart is a book for everyone who wants to know more about the who, what,
when, where, and why of human mobility.
Provides additional activities for further practice that are specifically tailored to fit with the Student's Book content. Includes extension
activities with extra grammar and vocabulary exercises related to the unit topic to extend learning. Everyday English tasks present further
opportunities to practice relevant, real life English. Review sections allow students to test themselves and to see how much they can
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remember. The answer key allows students to check theirown answers and review their progress.
This is a practical and imaginative addition to the New Headway. It helps students to express themselves clearly and confidently by training
them in the key areas of pronunciation. There is practice of individual sounds, with a guide to suitable exercises for speakers of particular
languages. There is a focus on lexical sets. Training is given in stress and intonation patterns for accurate, functional use. Help is provided
with the features of connected speech.
Notes with hints, suggestions, and 'possible problems' feature Photocopiable activities for every unit Teacher's Resource Disc communicative activities, tests, grammar reference, word lists, tapescripts and audio
A needs-based supplementary series for adults and young adults.
The Elementary edition brought right up-to-date, with new topics and new features. The Workbook, Teacher's Book, Teacher's Resource
Book, Audio CD, and CD-ROM have all been revised.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six levels.With its
proven methodology, Headway is the course you can always trust.The strong grammar focus, clear vocabulary syllabus and integrated skills
work give you lessons that really work in class.Constant updates mean the material is always current, and with a huge range of components
available - including new digital resources for interactive whiteboards - you've always got support where you need it.
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